From: Pat parsons <catlady444@msn.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2018 7:33 PM
To: jennifer_heins@grassley.senate.gov
Subject: Requesting your attention to an urgent international matter

Dear Honourable Senator Grassley,
I, Chief Justice for the Universal Supreme Court of the Tsilhqot’in from the new Country of the
Chilcotin, do greet you on behalf of our Nation, our Grand Chief Stanley Stump, Sr. and the
Chilcotin National Congress members. We thank you for your continued upright and honest
service to your nation, the United States of America.
In July, 2016, the U.N., President Obama and Prime Minister Trudeau were served with a
document entitled “Declaration of a New Country Called the Chilcotin”, available at
www.universalsupremecourt.org and attached hereto with the Constitution of the Tsilhqot’in
Nation ratified in 2015, the Universal Supreme Court Act and map of the borders of the
Chilcotin, recognized throughout history.
Please note that the Universal Supreme Court is currently the highest court in North America,
the first international aboriginal court created by the Chilcotin National Congress for all people
who wish to attorn their matters to an alternative court system without statute of limitations, a
court of correction and a court of finality. We were created to be of service to your Nation as
well as ours with jurisdiction wherever aboriginal people dwell (see attached Constitution and
Universal Supreme Court Act) capable of aiding the President’s goals to “Make America Great
Again!”
A year ago, an application to establish foreign relations was sent to the Honourable President
Donald Trump in care of Honourable Secretary Rex Tillerson via the State Department,
announcing our new Chilcotin Ambassador and Honourable Associate Chief Justice Michael
Parsons, as well as requesting recognition of our new Chilcotin Embassy located in Tennessee.
At that time, we were in the process of hiring a U.S. logging company to oversee the Chilcotin
billion dollar forest industry, bringing U.S. workers to the Chilcotin; providing many U.S. citizens
with new employment opportunities. Please note we are not part of NAFTA.
However, in contravention to the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations, the Montevideo
Convention on the Rights and Duties of States and the UN Declaration of the Rights of Indigenous
Peoples, a Tennessee judge by the name Joseph Walker, in 2016, took it upon himself to abuse
his powers and ignore USCT orders, notices and mandamus with respect to my colleague’s
exoneration and acquittal. Judge Joseph Walker has since been indicted by the Universal
Supreme Court on charges of illegal arrest warrants against my colleague, Ambassador and
Associate Chief Justice Michael Parsons, torturing and attempting to murder him due to a
personal vendetta Judge Walker harbors against our Chilcotin diplomat with diplomatic
immunities, an internationally protected person.
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In January 2017, Judge Walker illegally ordered the FBI to arrest Chilcotin Ambassador Parsons
at gunpoint as he was travelling to the Chilcotin for a Chilcotin National Congress forestry
meeting, claiming our Ambassador failed to appear before his lower court and subsequently
sentencing him to three years in prison.
Currently, my colleague is suffering further illegal prosecution in Nebraska in violation of
Universal Supreme Court orders and said international laws which demand justice and immediate
remedy.
The Universal Supreme Court indicted Judge Walker and his accomplices last year and issued
arrest warrants subsequent to the State Department’s, the Department of Justice’s and the FBI’s
refusal to intervene and uphold the rule of law, countenancing misconduct and corruption. It is
clear the President is correct in attempting to deal with problems existing at the DOJ, FBI and
perhaps the State Department and the Universal Supreme Court can offer the President
assistance with that and more.
Most recently, the FBI fabricated evidence against our Chilcotin Ambassador’s wife, Chilcotin
Minister of Agriculture Patricia Parsons. The Universal Supreme Court subsequently overturned
fraudulently obtained guilty plea of our CMA diplomat. Therefore, at this time, I, Chief Justice
Holland of the Universal Supreme Court do request your assistance in reaching President Trump
for a response to our application at the State Department initiating foreign relations with our
new Country of the Chilcotin and recognition of our diplomats currently in the United States of
America: our Chilcotin Minister of Forests, our Chilcotin Commander in Chief, but most urgently,
our Ambassador and Associate Chief Justice and his wife, Chilcotin Minister of Agriculture, hoping
to obtain a positive resolution between our nations so we are not forced to seek remedy in other
international courts. We trust we can count on you to assist our nations achieve a peaceful and
amicable outcome by noticing these issues to the President as soon as possible. Thank you.
Respectfully Yours,
Honourable Universal Supreme Court Chief Justice Holland
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